Y-Spli ng Mul ple RFID Smart Tag Sensor Boxes
As of early 2019, the RFID Smart Tag System can take up to a maximum of four tags (no matter the tag type). For
customers with five or more tags needing to be maintained at once, two or more sensor boxes must be combined
(funneled) into a single port on the AutoSlide unit. This is accomplished using a Y-Splitter cable.
This document details how to Y-Split two RFID Smart Tag Systems for four tags. The items needed for this procedure
are:
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Instructions:
1. Using your chosen sensor cables, connect one sensor box to one of the two ports on the open end of the
Y-Splitter. Repeat to connect the other sensor box to the other port on the open end of the Y-Splitter cable.
2. Insert the single plug on the closed end of the Y-Splitter into any sensor port on the AutoSlide unit’s control
panel (for pet width / Pet Mode use, insert into the Pet Sensor port).
3. Take up to four tags, and follow normal programming procedure to pair the tags to one of the sensor boxes.
4. Repeat step 3 but for the remaining tags and the other sensor box.
5. Test with all tags to confirm functionality.
A video of this process can be found at: https://youtu.be/k8pG0I_4xU4

Notes:
-

Each RFID sensor box can take up to four tags, so one Y-Splitter and two sensor boxes can take up to eight
tags. Two Y-Splitters and three sensor boxes can take up to 12 tags, and so forth.
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